as material of biological experimentation to obtain uniform result. On the genetical basis, it is interesting to compare the genetic variabilities in M. R. and C. M. R. of inbred mice with those of mice which have been inbred for short time. When all mice of KD3 and KP3 were assumed to be the random sample from all possible families of descent which could have been derived from the original stock, and B. W.-corrected M. R.'s were further corrected to an overall standard which was taken to be a M. R. of 62.2 mm2 with a B. W. of 13.0 gm on the basis of the average of KD3's and KP3's data, genetic variability manifested in heritability was estimated 0.32 in M. R. and 0.25 in C. M. R. from analysis of variance.
On the other hand, the genetic variability of Swiss strain is considered to be 0-0.12 in M.R.and 0-0.11 in C. M. R. on the range from 0 to 0.10 of the genetic correlation between parent and daughter.
Then it was concluded, considering both phenotypical results and genetical analyses, that inbred mice did not show more uniform response in respect to M. R. and C. M. R. than the mice bred randomly and inbred for short time although inbred mice showed a indication of smaller genetic variabilities in M. R. and C. M. R. than those of mice inbred for short time. As the heritabilities in M. R. and C. M. R. are considerably low, it is primarily necessary to keep the tangible environmental factor as constant as possible to compare the variability in M. R. and C. M. R. with each other (Falconer and Latyszewski, 1952; Searle, 1954) . It is interesting to investigate the change of phenotypic variation in M. R. and C. M. R. under constant environmental conditions following inbreeding which may lead to small genetic variation. Although decreased genetic variability may be found following inbreeding in both M. R. and C. M. R., inbreeding alone will not produce the decrease of phenotypic variability in M. R. and C. M. R., on which discussion will be done in separate (Folley, 1948; Trentin and Turner, 1948; Turner, 1939 and Biggers, 1955; Fisher, 1949) . Study is now in progress for the results of interstrain and intra-strain hybridization of mice and the comparison of result of hybridization between the selected inbreds with that between inbreds without selection, with special reference to the mean values and variation in M. R. and C. M. R..
SUMMARY
Variations in mammary response and corrected mammary response of inbred female mice with estrogen treatment were investigated in comparison with those of mice which were randomly and inbred for short time. All mice tested were injected with total doses of 12.5 I. U. of synthetic estrogen five times from 20 days of birth every third day. Mammary response was manifested in mammary area of mice treated with estrogen and further, corrected for body weight.
It seemed to be plausible that inbred mice did not show more uniform response in respect to both mammary response and corrected mammary response than the mice which were bred randomly and inbred for short time. Therefore, it was conclued that the use of inbred mice itself might not be necessarily preferred to that of mice which have been kept without inbreeding, in respect to variation of a character chosen to be of the type measured in bio-assay.
